ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
In recent years, cloud computing has become a popular computing model [1] .The biggest contribution of cloud computing is that it changes the allocation of physical hardware resources. The cloud data center constructs the virtual resource pool by CPU, memory, storage and network through virtualization technology. The virtual resource management technology is used to realize automatic resource deployment, dynamic expansion and on-demand distribution [2] . But the data show that: the resource utilization of cloud data center is generally not high, only about 10% on average, and the server is idle most of the time. In spite of this, it will bring 60% of the power consumption of server which is full load [3] . The root cause of the problem is the unreasonable resource scheduling mechanism, which will ultimately lead to lower resource utilization of the platform [4] . It can be seen that the reasonable placement of VM is an important way to solve this problem. 
RELATED WORK
In this section, the existing research on the initial placement of virtual machine in cloud computing is divided into traditional heuristic methods such as first-time matching algorithm, best matching algorithm and biological intelligent heuristic algorithm, such as genetic algorithm and ant colony algorithm. In [5] , the authors introduce an ant colony algorithm based on performance matching to perform batch deployment of virtual machines, But he does't take the virtual machine dynamic resource requirements into account. In [6] , the authors propose a heuristic approach based on an improved ant colony algorithm (ACA) to solve the virtual machine placement problem, named as GACA-VMP, but it is only currently deployed on homogeneous cloud environment. In [7] , the authors proposes a virtual machine placement method based on improved simulated annealing algorithm (ISA) to solve the problem that traditional heuristic algorithm costs long time to reach an optimal allocation. However, this article does not consider factors such as response time. In [8] , the authors proposes an exact Integer Nonlinear Program(INLP) and a heuristic to solve the Reliable VM Placement(RVMP)problem. However it's running time is significantly larger than the most of heuristics. All of the above algorithms can perform well under certain conditions, but there is unstable performance necessarily for OpenStack. Therefore, this paper proposes an improved initial placement algorithm of virtual machines based on matching hungry degree of OpenStack, named as MHD-VMP.
VM PLACEMENT ALGORITHM BASED ON MATCHING HUNGRY DEGREE
In OpenStack, the nova-scheduler has two virtual machine placement mechanisms: random placement algorithm and filter-weight placement algorithm. The first is not used by default and it's not practical. The second placement algorithm is divided into three steps: First, the PM is selected according to the physical resource that can meet resource request of virtual machine. Then the weights according to the remaining available memory index of the selected PM are calculated. Finally, the PM of largest weight is been chosen in sorted list of hosts to place virtual machines. It can be seem that there are many shortcomings.
VM Placement Algorithm Model
The placement problem of virtual machine is a Bin packing problem, that is a classical NP-hard problem. "Boxes" (PM) and "objects" (VM) may be heterogeneous. A physical machine can deploy more than one virtual machine, but virtual machine can only be deployed on one physical machine. The virtual resource scheduling is a process of mapping the virtual resources to the physical resources rationally. Virtual resources can be abstracted as: 
c , and i is the label of the virtual machine placed on the physical machine j pm , indicating that the total CPU resources of all the virtual machines on a physical machine can't exceed the CPU resources of the physical machine. The other three resource properties correspond to such formulas.
Matching Hungry Degree-VMP Algorithm

Sort-matching method based on matching degree
The main idea of the sort-matching method is to match the performance requirements of the virtual machine with the idle performance of the physical machine, and find the best matching physical machine to place the virtual machine.
Definition 1: The matching degree ( Ed P ).We use the Euclidean distance to determine the performance of the matching degree between virtual and physical machine. We consider the main four resources: CPU, memory, storage, and bandwidth. And note that the four resources parameters have different contribution when the type of matching pairs of virtual and physical machines is different. For example, the matching process of the CPU intensive virtual and physical machine, we focus the CPU obviously, that is the matching degree of CPU will have a greater impact. Therefore, we design different weights w i according to the type of matching pairs of virtual and physical machine. The formula shown in Eq. (1) 
The Ed P is smaller, that physical machine can adapt to the performance of the virtual machine request, also shows the best match in performance of the physical and virtual machines, and the system resources can be fully used, the load is more balanced, the number of resource fragmentation is the least. The weight is determined by the type of matching pairs of virtual machines and physical machines, w i all need to satisfy the constraints: . The remaining three types of matching pairs are similar. Finally, we sort the PM according to the Ed P .
MHD-VMP Algorithm
As we mentioned, cloud service providers adopt the pre-allocated and ondemand allocation of resources according to the requirements of users. And the virtual machine share physical machine resources, it can't be kept 100% requirement on time. Most of the time, it is enough when the pre-allocated resources can meet the performance requirements, and most of resources will be idle. So we adopt the pseudo excess usage of resource, it is seem that the preassigned resources of VM is more than the sum of the real resources of PM, but it is not real. In fact, some VM will share idle resources temporarily to others. When the second source virtual machine in the face of high-performance request, it needs to retreat the resources. If the resources utilization of PM is very high, the probability of failure to retreat resource will increase, which will inevitably lead to the VM migration probability, and this has a significant impact on the performance of the cloud platform.
Definition 2: The pseudo excess usage of resource. We assume the resource of physical machine is 1.25 times the actual amount physical resources. This will ensure that the resource utilization is relatively high, but it will not really over-use.
Definition 3: The degree of VM resources hunger ( Hungry ).The resources hunger of virtual machine are the demand expectations of VM to retreat the secondment of resources essentially. Demand expectations of retracing resources, that are the retreat of the desire and degree for the secondment of virtual machine resources, namely degree of hunger and thirst for borrowing out of resources. The degree of hunger is shown in Eq. (2):
Where H is the strength of the retracement secondment resources of VM, V represents the volume of resources that the VM retrace and E is the probability of VM to retrace resources.
This part of the discussion is the virtual machine resources retracement expectations of secondment to go out, because we don't know the specific virtual machine actual borrowing out how many resources, we will put h u s e V =V-V (V is the pre-allocated resources of VM, use V is the actual use of resources of VM, so h V is the hunger for resources quantity) as the resources of VM to share with others. So we assume that the physical machine j pm have n virtual machines, that is   
is the hunger of the four resources. The hunger of physical machine is the sum of the amount of VM's hunger, here we define each physical machine's hunger for resources in Eq. (3) 
Where jiCpu u denotes the resource utilization of CPU and jiCpu e is the probability of CPU resources to retreat of the i vm on j pm . But we are unable to know the probability of the four resources to retreat accurately, so we think it is identical. So we define the hungry probability ji e as 1 conveniently. Finally, hunger can be expressed as Eq. (5) 
Here we define 
SIMULATION EXPERIMENT AND RESULT ANALYSIS
As the experimental environment is limited, so the proposed algorithm has been evaluated with CloudSim in this paper. CloudSim is a cloud computing emulation software from the Grid Labs at the University of Melbourne in Australia. The userdeveloped scheduling algorithm can be implemented in it. And we designed an experimental scenario: the establishment of data center with 100 PMs, then we generate a certain number of VM randomly. The four resources parameters of PM and VM as shown in the table1. From the simulation results depicted in Fig.1 and Fig.2 , it is completely obvious that the MHD-VMP algorithm significantly in the numbers of the running physical machines and the energy consumption outperforms the initial VM placement algorithm of OpenStack. 
CONCLUSION
This paper studies the virtual machine placement algorithm of OpenStack, and puts forward the VM placement algorithm (MHD-VMP) of OpenStack based on matching hungry degree, and the algorithm can improve the resource utilization and reduce the number and the power consumption of physical machines, so it is practical. The next step of this paper will focus on the placement method, which can balance the resource utilization, service quality and energy consumption. More importantly, it can reduce the probability of subsequent migration of VM. It can optimize the placement of VM in large-scale data center.
